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2. Open Heavy Flavour2

Heavy-flavour hadrons are effective probes of the conditions of the high energy density QGP medium formed in3

ultra-relativistic nucleus–nucleus collisions.4

Heavy quarks, with masses mc ≈ 1.3 and mb ≈ 4.5 GeV/c2, are produced in primary hard QCD scattering5

processes in the early stage of the nucleus–nucleus collision and the time scale of their production (or formation time)6

is, generally, shorter than the thermalization time of the QGP, τ0 ∼ 0.1–1 fm/c. More in detail, the formation time of7

the heavy quark-antiquark pair is of the order of the inverse of the virtuality Q of the hard scattering, ∆τ ∼ 1/Q. The8

minimum virtuality 2 mc,b in the production of a cc or bb pair implies a space-time scale of ∼ 1/3 GeV−1 ∼ 0.1 fm9

and ∼ 1/10 GeV−1 ∼ 0.03 fm for charm and for beauty, respectively. One exception to this picture are configurations10

where the quark and antiquark are produced with a small relative opening angle, e.g. in the so-called gluon splitting11

processes g→ qq. In this case, the formation time is increased by a boost factor Eg/(2 mc,b) ∼ Ec,b/mc,b and becomes12

∆t ∼ Ec,b/(2 m2
c,b). This results, for example, in a formation time of about 1 fm/c (0.1 fm/c) for charm (beauty) quarks13

with energy of 15 GeV, and of about 1 fm/c for beauty quark jets with energy of about 150 GeV. The fraction14

of heavy quarks produced in gluon splitting processes has been estimated using perturbative calculations and Monte15

Carlo event generators, resulting in moderate values of the order of 10–20% for charm [1, 2] and large values of the16

order of 50% for beauty [3]. Given that the gluon splitting fraction is moderate for charm and the formation time is17

small for beauty from gluon splitting, it is reasonable to conclude that heavy-flavour hadrons probe the heavy quark18

in-medium interactions.19

During their propagation through the medium, heavy quarks interact with its constituents and lose a part of their20

energy, thus being sensitive to the medium properties. In a perturbative treatment, this QCD energy loss is expected21

to occur via both inelastic (medium-induced gluon radiation, or radiative energy loss) [4, 5] and elastic (collisional22

energy loss) [6–8] processes. However, this distinction has no longer meaning in strongly-coupled approaches relying23

for instance on the AdS/CFT conjecture [9, 10]. In QCD, quarks have a smaller colour coupling factor with respect to24

gluons, so that the energy loss for quarks is expected to be smaller than for gluons. In addition, the “dead-cone effect”25

should reduce small-angle gluon radiation for heavy quarks with moderate energy-over-mass values, thus further26

attenuating the effect of the medium. This idea was first introduced in [11]. Further theoretical studies confirmed27

the reduction of the total induced gluon radiation [12–15], although they did not support the expectation of a “dead28

cone”. Other mechanisms such as in-medium hadron formation and dissociation [16, 17], would determine a stronger29

suppression effect on heavy-flavour hadrons than light-flavour hadrons, because of their smaller formation times.30

In contrast to light quarks and gluons, which can be produced or annihilated during the entire evolution of the31

medium, heavy quarks are produced predominantly in initial hard scattering processes and their annihilation rate is32

small [18]. Therefore, heavy quarks preserve their flavour and mass identity while traversing the medium and can be33

tagged throughout all momentum ranges, from low to high pT, through the measurement of heavy-flavour hadrons in34

the final state of the collision.35

The nuclear modification factor RAA is well-established as a sensitive observable for the study of the interaction of36

hard partons with the medium. This factor is defined as the ratio of particle production measured in nucleus–nucleus37

to that expected from the pp momentum distribution scaled by the average number 〈Ncoll〉 of binary nucleon–nucleon38

collisions occurring in the nucleus–nucleus collision. Using the nuclear overlap function, which is defined as the39

convolution of the nuclear density profiles of the colliding ions in the Glauber model [19, 20], the nuclear modification40

factor of the transverse momentum distribution can be expressed as:41

RAA(pT) =
1
〈TAA〉

·
dNAA/dpT

dσpp/dpT
, (1)

where the AA spectrum corresponds to a given collision-centrality class and 〈TAA〉 is the average nuclear overlap42

function for that centrality class and is proportional to 〈Ncoll〉. At large pT, RAA is expected to be mostly sensitive to43

the average energy loss of heavy quarks in the hot medium.44

The study of more differential observables can provide important insights into the relevance of the various inter-45

action mechanisms and the properties of the medium. In particular, the dependence of the partonic energy loss on the46

in-medium path length is expected to be different for each mechanism (linear for collisional processes [6–8] and close47

to quadratic for radiative processes in a thin plasma [5]). In addition, it is an open question whether low-momentum48

heavy quarks participate, through interactions with the medium, in the collective expansion of the system and whether49
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they can reach thermal equilibrium with the medium constituents [21, 22]. It was also suggested that low-momentum50

heavy quarks could hadronize not only via fragmentation in the vacuum, but also via the mechanism of recombination51

with other quarks from the medium [22, 23].52

These questions can be addressed both with the study of RAA at low pT (smaller than a few times the heavy-quark53

mass) and with azimuthal anisotropy measurements of heavy-flavour hadron production with respect to the reaction54

plane, defined by the beam axis and the impact parameter of the collision. For non-central collisions, the two nuclei55

overlap in an approximately lenticular region, the short axis of which lies in the reaction plane. Hard partons are56

produced at an early stage, when the geometrical anisotropy is not yet reduced by the system expansion. Therefore,57

partons emitted in the direction of the reaction plane (in-plane) have, on average, a shorter in-medium path length than58

partons emitted orthogonally (out-of-plane), leading a priori to a stronger high-pT suppression in the latter case. In the59

low-momentum region, the in-medium interactions can also modify the parton emission directions, thus translating60

the initial spatial anisotropy into a momentum anisotropy of the final-state particles. Both effects cause a momentum61

anisotropy that can be characterized with the coefficients vn and the symmetry planes Ψn of the Fourier expansion62

of the pT-dependent particle distribution d2N/dpTdϕ in azimuthal angle ϕ. The elliptic flow is the second Fourier63

coefficient v2.64

The final ambitious goal of the heavy-flavour experimental programmes in nucleus–nucleus collisions is the char-65

acterization of the properties of the produced QCD matter, in particular getting access to the transport coefficients of66

the QGP. Theoretical calculations encoding the interaction of the heavy quarks with the plasma into a few transport67

coefficients (see e.g. [24]) provide the tools to achieve this goal: through a comparison of the experimental data with68

the numerical outcomes obtained with different choices of the transport coefficients it should be possible, in principle,69

to put tight constraints on the values of the latter. This would be the analogous of the way of extracting information70

on the QGP viscosity through the comparison of soft-particle spectra with hydrodynamic predictions. An even more71

intriguing challenge would be to derive the heavy-flavour transport coefficients through a first principle QCD calcula-72

tion and confront them with experimental data, via model implementations that describe the medium evolution. This73

chapter reviews the present status of this quest, from the experimental and theoretical viewpoints.74

The chapter is organized as follows. The first part of the chapter presents a brief overview of the available data of75

heavy-flavour production in nucleus–nucleus collisions at the RHIC and LHC colliders: in particular, Section 2.176

describes the measurements of the nuclear modification factor RAA, while Section 2.2 focuses on the azimuthal77

anisotropy. The published data at RHIC and LHC are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The second78

part of the chapter includes a review of the theoretical models for heavy-quark interactions and energy loss in the79

medium, with a detailed description of the model ingredients in terms of the quark–medium interaction (Section 2.3)80

and of the medium modellization (Section 2.4). A comparative overview of the models and comprehensive compari-81

son with data from RHIC and LHC are presented in Section 2.5. Finally, the theoretical and experimental prospects82

for the study of heavy-flavour correlations are discussed in Section 2.6.83

2.1. Experimental overview: production and nuclear modification factor measurements84

2.1.1. Inclusive measurements with leptons85

Heavy-flavour production can be measured inclusively via the semi-leptonic decay channels. The key points of86

the measurement are the lepton identification and background subtraction.87

In the STAR experiment, electrons are identified using the specific energy loss (dE/dx) measurement from the88

Time Projection Chamber (TPC) together with the Time of Flight information at pT < 1.5 GeV/c, and energy and89

shower shape measurements in the Electro-magnetic Calorimeter (EMCal) at pT > 1.5 GeV/c. The background90

contribution to the electron yield from photonic sources (mainly from photon conversion in the detector material and91

π0 and ηDalitz decays) are subtracted statistically using the invariant mass method [43, 44]. The electron identification92

in the PHENIX experiment is based on the Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector in conjunction with a highly granular93

EMCal. The subtraction of the electron background is performed by the converter and cocktail methods [29, 45]. The94

ALICE experiment identifies electrons in the central pseudo-rapidity region (|η| < 0.9) using four detectors: the Time95

Projection Chamber, the Time Of Flight, the EMCal and the Transition Radiation Detector. Background electrons are96

subtracted using both the invariant mass and cocktail methods [46].97

PHENIX measured muons with two muon spectrometers that provide pion rejection at the level of 2.5 × 10−4
98

in the pseudo-rapidity range −1.2 < η < −2.2 and 1.2 < η < 2.4 over the full azimuth. ALICE detects muons99
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Table 1: Open heavy flavour published measurements in Au − Au and Cu − Cu collisions at RHIC. The nucleon–nucleon energy in the centre-of-
mass system (

√
sNN), the covered kinematic ranges and the observables are indicated.

Probe System
√

sNN (pseudo-) pT range Observables [Ref]
( GeV) rapidity ( GeV/c)

PHENIX
HF → e± Au − Au 62.4 |y| < 0.35 1 – 5 yields(pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
CP (pT)

RHF→e±
AA (pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (Ncoll,pT)

1.3 – 3.5 vHF→e±
2 (pT,centrality)

1.3 – 2.5 vHF→e±
2 (

√
sNN,centrality) [25]

130 |y| < 0.35 0.4 – 3 yields(pT,centrality) [26]
200 |η| < 0.35 0.3 – 9 yields(pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (Npart,pT)

> 0 σcc
NN(centrality), dσ

dy (centrality)

> 0.4 dσHF→e±
NN
dy (Ncoll)

0.3 – 5 vHF→e±
2 (pT,centrality) [27–30]

200 |y| < 0.35 2 – 4 1
NeHF

trig

dNh
assoc.

dpT
(ph

T,∆φ)

IeHF−h
AA (ph

T,∆φ)
2 – 3 RHS(ph

T) [31]
Cu − Cu 200 |y| < 0.35 0.5 – 7 yields(pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (Ncoll,pT)

RHF→e±
AA (Npart,pT)

0.5 – 6 RHF→e±
CP (pT) [32]

HF → µ± Cu − Cu 200 1.4 < |y| < 1.9 1 – 4 yields(pT,centrality)
RHF→µ±

AA (pT,centrality)
RHF→µ±

AA (Npart) [33]
STAR

D0 Au − Au 200 |y| < 1 0 – 6 yields(pT,centrality)
RD0

AA(pT,centrality)
0 – 8 RD0

AA(〈Npart〉,pT) [34]
HF → e± Au − Au 200 0 < η < 0.7 1.2 – 8.4 yields(pT,centrality)

RHF→e±
AA (pT,centrality) [35]

39 |η| < 0.7 0 – 7 vHF→e±
2 (pT) [36]

62.4
200
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Table 2: Open heavy flavour published measurements in Pb − Pb collisions at LHC. The nucleon–nucleon energy in the centre-of-mass system
(
√

sNN), the covered kinematic ranges and the observables are indicated.

Probe System
√

sNN (pseudo-) pT range Observables [Ref]
( TeV) rapidity ( GeV/c)

ALICE
D0, D+, D∗+ Pb − Pb 2.76 |y| < 0.5 2 – 16 yields(pT,centrality)

RD0,D+,D∗+
AA (pT,centrality)

2 – 12 RD0

AA(〈Npart〉, pT)
6 – 12 RD+,D∗+

AA (〈Npart〉) [37]
|y| < 0.8 2 – 16 vD0,D+,D∗+

2 (pT)
vD0

2 (centrality,pT)
RD0,in/out plane

AA (pT) [38, 39]
HF → µ± Pb − Pb 2.76 2.5 < y < 4 4 – 10 RHF→µ±

AA (pT,centrality)
6 – 10 RHF→µ±

AA (〈Npart〉) [40]
CMS

b-jets Pb − Pb 2.76 |η| < 2 80 – 250 yields(pT,centrality)
Rb−jet

AA (pT)
80 – 110 Rb−jet

AA (Npart, pT) [41]
non-prompt J/ψ Pb − Pb 2.76 |y| < 2.4 6.5 – 30 yields(Npart)

Rnon-prompt J/ψ
AA (Npart) [42]

with the forward muon spectrometer in the pseudo-rapidity range −4 < η < −2.5. The extraction of the heavy-100

flavour contribution to the single muon spectra requires the subtraction of muons from the decay in flight of pions and101

kaons, estimated through the extrapolations of the measurements at mid-rapidity. ATLAS reconstructs muons in the102

pseudo-rapidity range |η| < 1.05 by matching the tracks in the Inner silicon Detector (ID) with the ones in the Muon103

Spectrometer (MS), surrounding the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. The background muons arise from104

pion and kaon decays, muon produced in showers in the calorimeters and mis-association of MS and ID tracks. The105

signal component is extracted through a MC template fit of a discriminant variable which depends on the difference106

between the ID and MS measurements of the muon momentum, after accounting for energy loss in the calorimeters,107

and the deflections in the trajectory resulting from decay in flight [47].108

The STAR [35] and PHENIX [27–29] Collaborations measured the yield of electrons from heavy-flavour decays109

at various centre-of-mass energies and in various colliding systems. The pT dependence of the nuclear modification110

factor measured in the 0-10% most central Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV is shown in Fig. 1 (left panel).111

The suppression increases with the transverse momentum, reaching a factor of about four for pT > 4 GeV/c. This112

strong effect is not observed in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 62.4 GeV [25, 49]. The left panel of Fig. 1 also shows113

the comparison with the RAA measured in d−Au and Cu − Cu collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV: a clear dependence on114

the colliding system is found. In particular, the observation that the nuclear modification factor is consistent or larger115

than unity in d−Au collisions demonstrates that the high-pT suppression in nucleus–nucleus collisions is induced by116

the presence of the hot and dense medium. The RAA of heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity as function of117

collision centrality (represented by the number of participants Npart) [28] is depicted in the right panel of Fig. 1. The118

high pT production shows a clear centrality-dependent suppression, reaching a maximum of a factor four in central119

collisions (RAA ≈ 0.25). At variance, the production of electrons with pT > 0.3 GeV/c (which measures the charm120

production yield essentially down to pT =0) is consistent with scaling with the number of binary collisions,within121

experimental uncertainties of about 20%. PHENIX also measured the RAA of heavy-flavour decay muons at forward122

rapidity [33] for the most central Cu − Cu collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV: the observed suppression is stronger than123

for heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity (see Fig. 2).124

At the LHC, heavy flavour production was measured in the leptonic decay channels in Pb − Pb collisions at125
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV. Fig. 3 shows the nuclear modification factors of muons from heavy-flavour decays in 2.5 < y < 4126

measured by ALICE as a function of pT in the 10% most central collisions (left panel) and as a function of centrality127
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Figure 1: Left: The transverse momentum dependence of the nuclear modification factors of heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity in
central d+Au [48], Cu+Cu [32] and Au+Au collisions [27] at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. Right: RAA of heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity with

pT above 0.3 and 3 GeV/c and of π0 with pT > 4 GeV/c as function of number of participants Npart [28].
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Figure 2: RAA of heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity [32] and muons at forward rapidity [33] for the most central Cu − Cu collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV.
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panel) [40].
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most central Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV [37] and minimum bias p−Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV (black squares) [52].

in 6 < pT < 10 GeV/c (right panel) [40]. The observed suppression increases from peripheral to central collisions,128

up to a factor of three in central collisions. The result is consistent with a preliminary measurement of the RAA of129

heavy-flavour decay electrons at mid-rapidity [50]. Moreover, it is also in qualitative agreement with a preliminary130

measurement of the heavy-flavour decay muon central-to-peripheral nuclear modification factor RCP at mid-rapidity,131

carried out by the ATLAS Collaboration [51], which shows a suppression of a factor about two, independent of pT,132

for the centrality ratio 0–10%/60–80%. The comparison of the results at forward and mid-rapidity indicate a weak133

dependence on this variable in the region |y| < 4.134

2.1.2. D meson measurements135

The differential charm production cross section is determined from measurements of open charm mesons (STAR136

and ALICE). D mesons are reconstructed via the hadronic decays D0 → K− + π+ (BR of 3.87 ± 0.05%), D+ →137

K− + π+ + π+ (BR of 9.13 ± 0.19%, including the resonant channels via a K∗0), and D∗+(2010) → D0 + π+ (BR138

of 67.7 ± 0.5%) with D0 → K− + π+, and their charge conjugates. In the STAR and ALICE experiments charmed139

hadrons are measured with an invariant mass analysis of the fully-reconstructed decay topologies in the hadronic140

decay channels. In both experiments, the kaon and pion identification is performed by combining the information of141

the Time Of Flight and of the specific energy loss in the TPC [53–55]. The spatial resolution of the ALICE silicon142

tracker allows, in addition, to reconstruct the decay vertex and apply topological selection on the its separation from143

the interaction vertex [54].144

The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the transverse momentum dependence of the nuclear modification factor RAA for145

D0 mesons in the most central Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV from the STAR experiment [34]. The RAA is146

enhanced at around 1.7 GeV/c and shows a strong suppression at pT > 3 GeV/c. STAR also measured D0 mesons147

in U − U collisions at
√

sNN = 193 GeV and observes a similar trend for the RAA as seen in Au − Au collisions [56].148

The ALICE experiment measured the production of prompt D0, D+ and D∗+ mesons in Pb − Pb collisions at149
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV. The average RAA of D mesons for two centrality classes is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. The150

high-pT D meson yield for the most central events is strongly suppressed (by factor of about four at 10 GeV/c). The151

analysis of the Pb − Pb data collected in 2011 allowed to extend the measurement to higher transverse momenta: a152

similar suppression pattern is observed up to pT = 36 GeV/c in the 7.5% most central collisions [57]. In addition, the153

D+
s meson, consisting of a charm and an anti-strange quark, was measured for the first time in Pb − Pb collisions [58].154
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The D+
s is of particular interest since its production yield is expected to increase at low momentum in nucleus–nucleus155

collisions if recombination processes contribute to charm hadronization. The observed central value of the D+
s RAA is156

larger than that of D0, D+ and D∗+ mesons at low pT, although the large statistical and systematic uncertainties prevent157

from drawing any conclusion.158

Initial-state effects were investigated by the ALICE Collaboration by measuring D production in p–Pb colli-159

sions [52]. The nuclear modification factor of prompt D mesons in minimum-bias p–Pb at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV is160

shown in Fig. 4 (right panel). The RAA is compatible with unity within systematic uncertainties over the full pT range.161

This indicates that the suppression of the D meson yield observed for pT > 3 GeV/c in central Pb–Pb collisions is a162

final-state effect, most likely induced by the interactions of charm quarks within the QGP.163

2.1.3. Beauty production measurements164

The detection and identification of beauty hadrons usually exploits their long life times, with cτ values of about165

500 µm. Precise charged particle tracking and vertexing are of crucial importance, with the required resolution of the166

track impact parameter in the transverse plane being of the order of 100 µm. Most decay channels proceed as a b→ c167

hadron cascade, giving rise to a topology which contains both a secondary and a tertiary decay vertex.168

Lepton identification is often exploited in beauty measurements, as the semi-leptonic branching ratio is about169

20%, taking into account both decay vertices. The beauty contribution can be extracted from the semi-electronic170

decays of heavy flavours through a fit of the impact parameter distribution. This approach was applied by the ALICE171

Collaborations in pp collisions at the LHC [59, 60] (see Section ??) and recently also in Pb − Pb collisions [61],172

where preliminary results indicate RAA values below unity for electron pT larger than about 5 GeV/c. The charm and173

beauty contribution can be disentangled also by studying the correlations between electrons and associated charged174

hadrons, exploiting the larger width of the near-side peak for B hadron decays [44, 60]. The main limitation of the175

beauty measurements via single electrons (or muons) is the very broad correlation between of the momentum of the176

measured electron and the momentum of the parent B meson.177

A more direct measurement is achieved using the inclusive B → J/ψ + X decay mode. Such decays can be178

measured inclusively by decomposing the J/ψ yield into its prompt and non-prompt components, using a lifetime fit.179

The first measurement with this technique in heavy-ion collisions was published by the CMS Collaboration, using180

data from the 2010 Pb − Pb run. The RAA of non-prompt J/ψ in 6.5 < pT < 30 GeV/c and |y| < 2.4 was measured181

to be 0.37 ± 0.08(stat.) ± 0.02(syst.) in the 20% most central collisions (see left panel of Figure 5) [42]. Preliminary182

measurements from the larger 2011 dataset explore the pT dependence of RAA [62].183

Further insights into the parton energy loss can be provided by the measurement of fully reconstructed jets, which184

is complementary to the studies on B hadrons as the reconstructed jet energy is closely related to that of the b quark.185

Assuming that the quark hadronizes outside the medium, to first approximation the jet energy represents the sum of186

the parton energy after its interaction with the medium, as well as any transferred energy which remains inside the jet187

cone. CMS has performed a measurement of b jets in Pb − Pb collisions by direct reconstruction of displaced vertices188

associated to the jets [42]. Despite the large underlying Pb − Pb event, a light jet rejection factor of about 100:1 can189

still be achieved in central Pb − Pb events. The RAA of b jets as function of centrality is shown in Figure 5 (right),190

for two ranges of jet pT. The observed suppression, which reaches a value of about 2.5 in central collisions, does not191

show any significant difference compared to a similar measurement of the inclusive jet RAA [63], within the sizeable192

systematic uncertainties. While quark mass effects may not play a role at such large values of pT, the difference in193

energy loss between quarks and gluons should manifest itself as a difference in RAA for b jets and inclusive jets, as194

the latter are dominated by gluon jets up to very large pT. It should be noted, however, that not all jets associated195

to a b-hadron correspond to primary b quarks. As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, at LHC energies, a196

significant component of b quarks are produced by splitting of gluons into bb pairs [3]. For b jets with very large197

pT a significant part of the in-medium path-length is likely to be traversed by the parent gluon, as opposed to the b198

quarks (for example, about 1–2 fm for b quarks with pT of 100–200 GeV/c). The gluon splitting contribution can199

be minimized by selecting hard fragments, although this is complicated by the fact that the b-hadron kinematics are200

not fully measured. An alternative is to select back-to-back b-tagged jets, a configuration in which the gluon splitting201

contribution is negligible. The dijet asymmetry of b jets can then be compared to that of inclusive jets, a measurement202

which should be feasible with the luminosity expected from the upcoming LHC Run 2.203
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2.1.4. Comparison of RAA for charm, beauty and light flavour hadrons204

The expected dependence of parton energy loss on the parton colour charge and mass can be investigated by205

comparing the nuclear modification factor of charged hadrons, mostly originating from gluon fragmentation at the206

LHC collision energy, with that of hadrons with charm and beauty. The comparison between D meson and charged207

particle RAA, published by the ALICE Collaboration [37] for Pb − Pb collisions at LHC in the centrality class 0–208

20% and reported in Fig. 6, shows that the two nuclear modification factors are compatible within uncertainties,209

although the central values show an indication for RD
AA > Rcharged

AA . In the same figure, the nuclear modification factor210

measured by the CMS Collaboration for non-prompt J/ψ mesons (from B decays) with pT > 6.5 GeV/c [42] is also211

shown. Their suppression is clearly weaker than that of charged particles, while the comparison with D mesons is not212

conclusive, because of the significant uncertainties of the two measurements.213

Preliminary measurements based on higher-statistics data from the 2011 Pb − Pb run at LHC provide a first in-214

dication that the nuclear modification factor of B mesons is larger than that of D at transverse momentum of about215

10 GeV/c. The measurements were carried out, as a function of collision centrality, for D mesons with 8 < pT <216

16 GeV/c and |y| < 0.5 by the ALICE Collaboration [64] and for non-prompt J/ψ mesons with 6.5 < pT < 30 GeV/c217

and |y| < 1.2 by the CMS Collaboration [62]. With these pT intervals the average pT values of the probed D and B218

mesons are both of about 10–11 GeV/c. In central collisions (centrality classes 0–10% and 10–20%) the RAA values219

are of about 0.2 and 0.4 for D and non-prompt J/ψ mesons, respectively, and they are not compatible within experi-220

mental uncertainties. This experimental observation alone does not allow to draw conclusions on the comparison of221

energy loss of charm and beauty quarks, because several kinematic effects contribute to the RAA resulting from a given222

partonic energy loss. In particular, the shape of the quark pT distribution (which is steeper for charm and for beauty223

quarks) and the shape of the fragmentation function (which is harder for b→ B than for c→ D) have to be taken into224

account. Model calculations of heavy-quark production, in-medium propagation and fragmentation provide a tool to225

consistently consider these effects in the comparison of charm and beauty measurements. In Section 2.5 we will show226

that model calculations including a mass-dependent energy loss result in RAA values significantly larger for J/ψ from227

B decays than for D mesons, consistently with the preliminary results from the ALICE and CMS experiments.228
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2.2. Experimental overview: azimuthal anisotropy measurements229

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the azimuthal anisotropy of particle production in heavy-ion230

collisions is measured using the Fourier expansion of the azimuthal angle (ϕ) and the pT-dependent particle distribu-231

tion d2N/dpTdϕ. The second coefficient, v2 or elliptic flow, which is the dominant component of the anisotropy in232

non-central nucleus–nucleus collisions, is measured using these three methods: event plane (EP) [65], scalar product233

(SP) [66] and multi-particle cumulants [67]. In the following, an overview of the elliptic flow measurements for heavy-234

flavour particles is presented: the published measurements at RHIC use heavy-flavour decay electrons (Section 2.2.1);235

the published measurements at LHC use D mesons (Section 2.2.2).236

2.2.1. Inclusive measurements with electrons237

The measurement of the production of heavy-flavour decay electrons has been presented in Section 2.1.1 . In order238

to determine the heavy-flavour decay electron v2, the starting point is the measurement of v2 for inclusive electrons.239

Inclusive electrons include, mainly, the so-called photonic (or background) electrons (from photon conversion in240

the detector material and internal conversions in the Dalitz decays of light mesons), a possible contamination from241

hadrons, and heavy-flavour decay electrons. Exploiting the additivity of v2, the heavy-flavour decay electron v2 is242

obtained by subtracting from the inclusive electron v2 the v2 of photonic electrons and hadrons, weighted by the243

corresponding contributions to the inclusive yield.244

The PHENIX Collaboration measured the heavy-flavour decay electron v2 in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 62.4245

and 200 GeV using the event plane method [25, 27]. Electrons were detected at mid-rapidity |η| < 0.35 in the interval246

0.5 < pT < 5 GeV/c. The event plane was instead determined using charged particles at forward rapidity 3.0 < |η| <247

3.9. This large η-gap is expected to reduce the non-flow effects (like auto-correlations) in the v2 measurement. Fig. 7-248

left shows the heavy-flavour decay electron v2 for minimum-bias events (without any selection on centrality) [27].249

v2 is larger than zero in the interval 0.5 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c, with a maximum value of about 0.1 at pT of about250

1.5 GeV/c. Towards larger pT the data suggest a decreasing trend, although the statistical uncertainties prevent a251

firm conclusion. The study of the centrality dependence of v2 (not shown) indicates a maximum effect in the two252

semi-peripheral centrality classes (20–40% and 40–60%), for the initial spatial anisotropy is largest [27]. The central253

value of the heavy-flavour electron v2 in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 62.4 GeV [25] is significantly lower than254

at 200 GeV (see Fig. 7-right). However, the statistical and systematic uncertainties are sizeable and do not allow to255
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conclude firmly on the energy dependence of v2. In Fig. 7-right the measurements for heavy-flavour decay electrons256

with 1.3 < pT < 2.5 GeV/c are compared with those for neutral pions with the same pT: the pions exhibit a larger v2257

than the electrons; however, this comparison should be taken with care, because the pT of the heavy-flavour mesons258

is significantly larger than that of their decay electrons.259

The STAR Collaboration measured the heavy-flavour decay electron v2 in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 39, 62.4260

and 200 GeV [36]. The two-particle cumulant method was used to measure the elliptic flow for the two lower collision261

energies. The event plane, and both two- and four-particle cumulant methods were used at
√

sNN = 200 GeV. Fig. 8-262

left shows the results on the heavy-flavour decay electron v2 at
√

sNN = 200 GeV for minimum-bias triggers and263

triggers with the electromagnetic calorimeter. The measurements based on minimum-bias triggers show a v2 larger264

than zero for pT > 0.3 GeV/c, compatible with the measurement by the PHENIX Collaboration in the same centrality265

class. An increase of the v2 for pT > 4 GeV/c is observed, that is probably due to jet-like correlations. The black266

line in the Fig. 8-left shows the jet-like correlation expected in Au − Au collisions based on an estimate of non-flow267

correlations from measurements in pp collisions scaled by the particle multiplicity in Au − Au. Those correlations268

can explain the rise of v2{2} and v2{EP} with pT as observed in the data and it is likely that they are dominating the269

v2 measurement for pT > 4 GeV/c. Fig. 8-right shows the v2 measured with two-particle cumulants at the three270
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centre-of-mass energies. At
√

sNN = 39 and 62.4 GeV, the v2{2} values are consistent with zero within uncertainties.271

Preliminary results by the ALICE Collaboration on the elliptic flow of heavy-flavour decay electrons at central272

rapidity (|y| < 0.6) and of heavy-flavour decay muons at forward rapidity (2.5 < y < 4) in Pb − Pb collisions at the273

LHC show a v2 significantly larger than zero in both rapidity regions and with central values similar to those measured274

at top RHIC energy [68].275

2.2.2. Charmed hadron measurements276

The ALICE Collaboration measured the v2 of prompt D mesons in Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV [38,277

39]. The D mesons (D0, D+ and D∗+) were measured in |y| < 0.8 and 2 < pT < 16 GeV/c using their hadronic decay278

channels, and exploiting the separation of a few hundred µm of the decay vertex from the interaction vertex to reduce279
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the combinatorial background. The measurement of D meson v2 was carried out using the event plane, the scalar280

product and the two-particle cumulant methods.281

Figure 9-left shows the average of the v2 measurements for D0, D+ and D∗+ in the centrality class 30–50% as a282

function of pT [39]. The measurement shows a v2 larger than zero in the interval 2 < pT < 6 GeV/c with a 5.7σ283

significance. In the same figure, the v2 of charged particles for the same centrality class is reported for comparison: the284

magnitude of v2 is similar for charmed and light-flavour hadrons. Figure 9-right shows the dependence on collision285

centrality of the D0 meson v2 for three pT intervals. An increasing trend of v2 towards more peripheral collisions is286

observed, as expected because of the increasing initial spatial anisotropy.287

As discussed at the beginning of this Section, the azimuthal dependence of the nuclear modification factor RAA288

can provide insight into the path length dependence of heavy-quark energy loss. The nuclear modification factor of289

D0 mesons in Pb − Pb collisions (30–50% centrality class) was measured by the ALICE Collaboration in the direction290

of the event plane (in-plane) and in the direction orthogonal to the event plane (out-of-plane) [38]. The results, shown291

in Fig. 10, exhibit a larger high-pT suppression in the out-of-plane direction, where the average path length in the292

medium is expected to be larger. It is worth noting that the difference between the values of RAA in-plane and RAA293

out-of-plane is equivalent to the to the observation of v2 > 0, because the three observables are directly correlated.294

2.3. Theoretical overview: heavy flavour interactions in the medium295

The approaches describing the interactions of heavy-quark–medium interactions aim at determining the probabil-296

ity PQ→H(pin
Q, pfin

H ) that a given heavy quark produced with a 4-momentum pin
Q escapes the medium as a heavy-flavour297

hadron of 4-momentum pfin
H .298

All the approaches include a description of the interactions that occur between the heavy quarks and the partonic299

constituents of the QGP. For ultra-relativistic heavy quarks (pQ � mQ, say > 10 mQ), the dominant source of energy300

loss is commonly considered to be the radiation of gluons resulting from the scattering of the heavy quark on the301

medium constituents. These are 2→ 3 processes q(g)Q→ q(g)Qg, where q(g) is a medium light quark (or gluon). As302

this mechanism proceeds through long formation times, several scatterings contribute coherently and quantities like303

the total energy loss ∆E(L) = pin
Q− pfin

Q can only be evaluated at the end of the in-medium path length L. This feature is304

shared by all schemes that have been developed to evaluate radiative energy loss of ultra-relativistic partons [12–14].305

For merely relativistic heavy quarks (say pQ < 10 mQ), elastic (collisional) processes are believed to have an important306

role as well. These are 2 → 2 process q(g)Q → q(g)Q. The in-medium interactions are gauged by the following,307

closely related, variables: the mean free path λ = 1/(σρ) is related to the medium density ρ and to the cross section σ308

of the parton-medium interaction (for 2 → 2 or 2 → 3 processes); the Debye mass mD is the inverse of the screening309

length of the colour fields in the medium and it is proportional to the temperature T of the medium; the transport310

coefficients encode the momentum transfers with the medium (more details are given in the next paragraph).311

In the relativistic regime, the gluon formation time for radiative processes becomes small enough that the energy312

loss probability P(∆E) can be evaluated as the result of some local transport equation —like the Boltzmann equa-313

tion, relying on local cross sections— evolving from initial to final time. This simplification can be applied also to314

collisional processes. When the average momentum transfer is small with respect to the quark mass1, the Boltzmann315

equation can be reduced to the Fokker-Planck equation which is often further simplified by the Langevin stochastic316

equation (see [24] for a recent review). These linear partial differential equations describe the time-evolution of the317

momentum distribution fQ of heavy quarks. This equation encodes the medium properties in three transport coeffi-318

cients: a) the drift coefficient —also called friction or drag coefficient— which represents the fractional momentum319

loss per unit time in the absence of fluctuations and admits various equivalent symbolic representations (ηD, A, γQ, . . .)320

and b) the longitudinal and transverse momentum diffusion coefficients BL and BT (or B1 and B0, κL and κT ,. . . , de-321

pending on the authors) which represent the increase of the variance of fQ per unit time. For small momentum, the322

drift and the diffusion coefficient are linked through the Einstein relation B = mQ ηD T and also uniquely related to the323

spatial diffusion coefficient Ds, which describes the spread of the distribution in physical space with time. Although324

the Fokker-Planck approach has some drawbacks2, it can also be deduced from more general considerations [70], so325

1This the so called “grazing expansion” [69], well justified for non-relativistic heavy quarks.
2The Einstein relation is not necessarily satisfied for all momenta pQ and hence has to be enforced by hand.
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that it may still be considered as a valid approach for describing heavy-quark transport even when Boltzmann equation326

does not apply, as for instance in the strong-coupling limit.327

Some of the approaches consider only partonic interactions and define the PQ→H probability as a convolution328

of PQ→Q′ (pin
Q, pfin

Q ) – the probability for the heavy quark to loose pin
Q − pfin

Q in the medium – with the unmodified329

fragmentation function. A number of approaches also include, for low-intermediate momentum heavy quarks, a330

contribution of hadronization via recombination (also indicated as coalescence). Finally, some approaches consider331

late-stage interactions of the heavy-flavour hadrons with the partonic or hadronic medium.332

In this section, we summarize the various approaches for the calculation of the heavy-quark interactions within333

the medium.334

• Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 are devoted to pQCD and pQCD-inspired calculations of radiative and collisional335

energy loss, as developed by Beraudo et al. (POWLANG), Djordjevic et al., Aichelin et al. (MC@sHQ) and336

Uphoff et al. (BAMPS); examples of the relative energy loss (∆E/E) and the momentum loss per unit length337

(dP/dt) for c and b quarks are shown.338

• Section 2.3.3 focuses on the calculation by Vitev et al. of in-medium formation and dissociation of heavy-339

flavour hadrons; this proposed mechanism is expected to effectively induce an additional momentum loss with340

respect to radiative and collisional heavy-quark in-medium interactions alone.341

• Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 describe the calculation of transport coefficients through T -matrix approach supple-342

mented with a non-perturbative potential extracted from lattice QCD (Rapp et al., TAMU) or through direct343

ab initio calculations (Beraudo et al., POWLANG); the transport coefficients that are discussed are the spa-344

tial diffusion coefficient (or friction coefficient), for which examples are shown, and the momentum diffusion345

coefficient.346

• Section 2.3.6 presents the AdS/CFT approach for the calculation of the transport coefficients, developed by347

Horowitz et al..348

The implementation of these various approaches in full models that allow to compute the final heavy-flavour349

hadron kinematic distributions will be described in the next section (2.4), with particular emphasis on the modelling350

of the QGP and its evolution.351

2.3.1. pQCD energy loss in a dynamical QCD medium352

Within a weak-coupling approach the interaction of heavy quarks with the medium can be described in terms353

of the uncorrelated scatterings with the light quarks and gluons of the hot deconfined plasma. Neglecting radiative354

processes one can then attempt an evaluation of the heavy-flavour transport coefficients arising from the 2→ 2 elastic355

collisions suffered in the medium: this was the approach followed in Refs. [71, 72] which we briefly summarize. The356

approach developed by the authors was based on the relativistic Langevin equation (here written in its discretized357

form)358

∆~p
∆t

= −ηD(p)~p + ~ξ(t) with 〈ξi(t)ξ j(t′)〉 = bi j(~p)δtt′/∆t ≡
[
κL(p) p̂i p̂ j + κT (p)(δi j − p̂i p̂ j)

]
δtt′/∆t, (2)

used to simulate the propagation of the heavy quarks in the QGP. The right-hand side is given by the sum of a359

deterministic friction force and a stochastic noise term. The interaction with the background medium is encoded in the360

transport coefficients κT/L describing the average squared transverse/longitudinal momentum per unit time exchanged361

with the plasma. In Refs. [71, 72] the latter were evaluated within a weak-coupling setup, accounting for the collisions362

with the gluons and light quarks of the plasma. In particular hard interactions were evaluated through a kinetic pQCD363

calculations; soft collisions, involving the exchange of long-wavelength gluons, required the resummation of medium364

effects, the latter being provided by the Hard Thermal Loop (HTL) approximation. The friction coefficient ηD(p)365

appearing in Eq. (2) has to be fixed in order to ensure the approach to thermal equilibrium through the Einstein366

fluctuation-dissipation relation367

η(Ito)
D (p) ≡

κL(p)
2T Ep

−
1

2p

[
∂pκL(p) +

d − 1
2

(κL(p) − κT (p))
]
. (3)
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Figure 11: The charm (left panel) and beauty (right panels) friction coefficients in a Quark Gluon Plasma at T =400 MeV. Continuous curves refer
to the results of the Einstein relation ηD = κL/2ET , while dashed curves include the discretization correction in Eq. (3) within the Ito scheme.

In the above, the second term in the RHS is a correction (subleading by a T/p factor) depending on the discretization368

scheme employed in the numerical solution of the stochastic differential equation (2) in the case of momentum depen-369

dent transport coefficients (for more details see Ref. [73]): it ensures that, in the continuum ∆t → 0 limit, one recovers370

a Fokker-Planck equation with a proper Maxwell-Jüttner equilibrium distribution as a stationary solution. Here we371

have written its expression in the so-called Ito scheme, which is the most convenient for a numerical implementation.372

Results for the friction coefficient ηD(p) of c and b quarks are displayed in Fig. 11.373

The radiative processes, which are neglected in the model described above, are taken into account in other ap-374

proaches. Djordjevic et al., developed a state-of-the-art dynamical energy loss formalism, which i) is applicable for375

both light and heavy partons, ii) computes both radiative [74, 75] and collisional [76] energy loss in the same theoreti-376

cal framework, iii) takes into account recoil of the medium constituents, i. e. the fact that medium partons are moving377

(i. e. dynamical) particles, iv) includes realistic finite size effects, i. e. the fact that the partons are produced inside the378

medium and that the medium has finite size. Recently, the formalism was also extended to include v) finite magnetic379

mass effects [77] and vi) running coupling (momentum dependence of αs) [78].380

Radiative and collisional energy losses are calculated for an optically thin dilute QCD medium. Consequently,381

both collisional and radiative energy losses are computed to the leading order. That is, for collisional energy loss,382

the loss is calculated for one collisional interaction with the medium, while for radiative energy loss, the loss is383

calculated for one interaction with the medium accompanied by the emission of one gluon. The medium is described384

as a thermalized QGP [79, 80] at temperature T and zero baryon density, with n f effective massless quark flavours in385

equilibrium with the gluons. Feynman diagrams contributing to the collisional and the radiative quark energy loss are386

presented in [74, 76]. A full account of the calculation is presented in [76] for collisional energy loss, and in [74] for387

radiative energy loss. Since the expression for collisional energy loss is lengthy, it will not be presented here, while388

the expression for radiative energy loss is given by Eq. (4) below.389

∆Edyn

E
=

CRαs

π

L
λdyn

∫
dx

d2k
π

d2q
π

vdyn(q)

1 − sin( (k+q)2+χ
xE+ L)

(k+q)2+χ
xE+ L

 2(k+q)
(k+q)2+χ

(
(k+q)

(k+q)2+χ
−

k
k2+χ

)
. (4)

where q and k are respectively the momentum of the radiated gluon and the momentum of the exchanged virtual gluon390

with a parton in the medium, with both ~q and ~k transverse to the jet direction. Here λ−1
dyn ≡ C2(G)αsT = 3αsT defines391

the “dynamical mean free path” [75], αs is the strong coupling constant, and CR = 4/3. Further, vdyn(q) =
µ2

E

q2(q2+µ2
E ) is392

the effective potential. χ is defined as m2
Qx2 + m2

g, where mQ is the heavy-quark mass, x is the longitudinal momentum393

fraction of the heavy quark carried away by the emitted gluon and mg =
µE√

2
is the effective mass for gluons with hard394
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Figure 12: Fractional energy loss (Eq. Eq. (4)) evaluated for collisional and radiative processes and for charm and beauty quarks.

momenta k & T and µE is the Debye mass. It can be noted that the CR term encodes the colour charge dependence395

of energy loss (for radiative energy loss off a gluon CR is 3 instead of 4/3). The χ term encodes the quark mass396

dependence of energy loss, which is reduced for increasing values of mQ/(k + q).397

Note that this dynamical energy loss presents an extension of the well-known static DGLV [13, 81] energy loss398

formalism to the dynamical QCD medium. The connection between dynamical and static energy losses was discussed399

in [74, 75]. That is, static energy loss can be obtained from the above dynamical energy loss expression by replacing400

the dynamical mean-free path and effective potential by equivalent expressions for a static QCD medium. Note that the401

static DGLV formalism was also used in the WHDG model [15, 82], as well as for the quark energy loss calculation402

by Vitev et al. (see Section 2.3.3).403

The dynamical energy loss formalism was further extended to the case of finite magnetic mass, since various non-404

perturbative approaches suggest a non-zero magnetic mass at RHIC and LHC (see e. g. [83–87]). The finite magnetic405

mass is introduced through generalized sum-rules [77]. The main effect of the inclusion of finite magnetic mass turns406

out to be the modification of effective cross section to vstat(q) =
µ2

E−µ
2
M

(q2+µ2
M )(q2+µ2

E ) , where µM is the magnetic mass. In407

Fig. 12, the fractional energy loss ∆E
E corresponding to the full model described above is shown, for a path length408

L = 5 fm and an effective constant temperature of T = 304 MeV. For charm quarks, radiative energy loss starts to409

dominate for pT > 10 GeV/c, while this transition happens for pT > 25 GeV/c for beauty quark. The comparison410

of radiative energy loss for the two quark species clearly illustrates the dead cone effect, as well as its disappearance411

when pT � mQ.412

2.3.2. A pQCD-inspired running αs energy loss model in MC@sHQ and BAMPS413

In the Monte Carlo at Heavy Quark approach [88–90] (MC@sHQ), heavy quarks lose and gain energy by inter-414

acting with light partons from the medium (assumed to be in thermal equilibrium) according to rates which include415

both collisional and radiative types of processes.416

For the collisional energy loss, the elements of the transition matrix are calculated from the pQCD Born approxi-
mation [91, 92], supplemented by a running coupling constant αs(Q2) evaluated according to 1-loop renormalization
for |Q2| � Λ2

QCD and chosen to saturate at small Q2 in order to satisfy some universality relation [93, 94]:

αs(Q2) =
4π
β0

L−1
− Q2 < 0

1
2 − π

−1arctan(L+/π) Q2 > 0
(5)

with β0 = 11 − 2
3 n f and L± = ln(±Q2/Λ2) with Λ = 200 MeV and n f = 3. The t channel requires infrared417

regularization which describes the physics of the screening at long distances [95]. For this purpose one adopts, in a418

first stage, a similar HTL polarization as in the usual weak-coupling calculation of the energy loss [7, 8] for the small419

momentum-transfers, including the running αs (5), while a semi-hard propagator is adopted for the large momentum-420

transfers. Then the model is simplified by resorting to an effective scalar propagator 1
t−κm̃2

D(T ) for the exchanged421
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thermal gluon, with a self-consistent Debye mass evaluated as m̃2
D(T ) = Nc

3

(
1 +

n f

6

)
4παs[−m̃2

D(T )] T 2 [96] and an422

optimal value of κ fixed to reproduce the value of the energy loss obtained at the first stage. The resulting model423

leads to a stronger coupling than previous calculations performed with fixed-order αs = 0.3. It is also found to be424

compatible with the calculation of [97] – where the running of αs is rigorously implemented – in the region where the425

latter is applicable.426

A similar model is implemented in BAMPS [98–101] with, however, some variations. In BAMPS the Debye mass427

m2
D is calculated dynamically from the non-equilibrium distribution functions f of gluons and light quarks via [102]428

m2
D = παsνg

∫ d3 p
(2π)3

1
p (Nc fg + n f fq), where Nc = 3 denotes the number of colours and νg = 16 is the gluon degeneracy.429

While MC@sHQ applies the equilibrium Debye mass with quantum statistics for temperatures extracted from the430

hydrodynamic background, BAMPS treats all particles as Boltzmann particles, due to the non-equilibrium nature of431

the cascade. Moreover in BAMPS the scale of the running coupling in the Debye mass is evaluated at the momentum432

transfer of the process, e.g. αs(t). The differences in the treatment lead to a larger energy loss of about a factor of two433

in MC@sHQ compared to BAMPS.434

As for the radiative energy loss, the model mostly concentrates on the case of intermediate energy for which435

coherence effects do not play the leading role. Exact momentum conservation and scattering on dynamical partons436

have however to be implemented exactly. In the MC@sHQ approach [103, 104], the calculations of [105] are thus437

extended for incoherent radiation off a single massless parton to the case of massive quarks. For the central “plateau”438

of radiation, one obtains that the cross section dσ(Qq→ Qqg) is dominated by a gauge-invariant subclass of diagrams439

and can be factorized as the product of the elastic cross section dσ(Qq → Qq) and a factor Pg representing the440

conditional probability of radiation per elastic collision, which is collinear-safe thanks to the heavy-quark mass mQ.441

Moreover, it was shown in [104] that a fair agreement with the exact power spectra can be achieved by considering the442

eikonal limit in Pg and preserving the phase-space condition. The ensuing relation reads dσ(Qq→ Qqg) = dσ(Qq→443

Qq)Peik
g , with444

Peik
g (x,~kt,~lt) =

3αs

π2

1 − x
x

( ~kt

k2
t + x2m2

Q

−
~kt − ~lt

(~kt − ~lt)2 + x2m2
Q

)2
, (6)

where x is the fraction of 4-momentum carried by the radiated gluon, ~kt its transverse momentum and~lt the momentum445

exchanged with the light parton. For the radiation in a medium at finite temperature, the radiated gluon acquires a446

thermal mass, which leads to a modification x2m2
Q → x2m2

Q +(1−x)m2
g in Eq. (6). As a consequence, the power spectra447

are vastly reduced. In MC@sHQ, an explicit realization of the elastic process is achieved first, and the radiation factor448

Pg is then sampled along the variables x and ~kt. In [106], the implementation of radiative processes was generalized449

to include the coherent radiation, through an interpolation between single and multiple scatterings matched to the450

BDMPS result [107]. However it neglects the finite path length effects which are important for thin plasma. Hereafter451

this will be referred to as “LPM-radiative”. For further description of the model, the reader is referred to [90].452

Similar considerations apply for radiative energy loss in BAMPS [108, 109]. Due to the semi-classical transport453

nature of BAMPS, the LPM effect is included effectively by comparing the formation time of the emitted gluon to the454

mean free path of the jet [110]. Furthermore, the emitted gluon is treated as a massless particle.455

Figure 13 illustrates two properties of the model. Both the pure elastic case as well as a combination of the elastic456

and LPM-radiative energy loss are considered. In both cases, the model is calibrated by applying a multiplicative457

K-factor to the interaction cross sections, in order to describe the RAA of D mesons for intermediate pT range in Pb–458

Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV in the 0–20% centrality class. This leads to Kel = 1.5 and Kel+LPM−rad = 0.8.459

For the spatial diffusion coefficient Ds, one sees that both combinations are compatible with the l-QCD calculations460

of [111, 112] and thus provide some systematic “error band” of the approach. The corresponding average momentum461

loss per unit time (or length), shown on the right panel of Fig. 13, illustrates the mass-hierarchy, found to be stronger462

for the radiative component (black lines in the figure).463

2.3.3. Collisional dissociation of heavy mesons and quarkonia in the QGP464

Heavy flavour dynamics in dense QCD matter critically depends on the time scales involved in the underlying465

reaction. Two of these timescales, the formation time of the QGP τ0 and its transverse size LQGP, can be related466

to the nuclear geometry, the QGP expansion, and the bulk particle properties. The formation time τform of heavy467

mesons and quarkonia, on the other hand, can be evaluated from the virtuality of the heavy quark Q decay into D−,468
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B−mesons [16, 17] or the time for the QQ pair to expand to the size of the J/ψ or Υ wave function [113]. For a469

10 GeV π0, τform ∼ 25 fm � LQGP affords a relatively simple interpretation of light hadron quenching in terms470

of radiative and collisional parton-level energy loss [114]. On the other hand, for D, B, J/ψ, Υ(1S ), one obtains471

τform ∼ 1.6 fm, 0.4 fm, 3.3 fm, 1.4 fm� LQGP. Such short formation times necessitate understanding of heavy meson472

and quarkonium propagation and dissociation in strongly interacting matter.473

The Gulassy-Levai-Vitev (GLV) reaction operator formalism was developed for calculating the interactions of474

parton systems as they pass through a dense strongly-interacting medium. It was generalized to the dissociation of475

mesons (quark-antiquark binaries), as long as the momentum exchanges from the medium µ = gT can resolve their476

internal structure. The dissociation probability and dissociation time477

Pd(pT ,mQ, t) = 1 −
∣∣∣∣∣∫ d2∆kdxψ∗f (∆k, x)ψ0(∆k, x)

∣∣∣∣∣2 ,
1

〈τdiss(pT , t)〉
=
∂

∂t
ln Pd(pT ,mQ, t) , (7)

can be obtained form the overlap between the medium-broadened time-evolved and vacuum initial meson wave func-478

tions, ψ f and ψ0 respectively. Here, ψ f has the resummed collisional interactions in the QGP. Let us denote by479

f Q(pT , t) =
dσQ(t)
dyd2 pT

, f Q(pT , t = 0) =
dσQ

PQCD

dyd2 pT
, f H(pT , t) =

dσH(t)
dyd2 pT

, f H(pT , t = 0) = 0 , (8)

the double differential production cross sections for the heavy quarks and hadrons. Initial conditions are also specified480

above, in particular the heavy quark distribution is given by the perturbative QCD c- and b-quark cross section. Energy481

loss in the partonic state can be implemented as quenched initial conditions [17, 113]. Including the loss and gain482

terms one obtains:483

∂t f Q(pT , t) = −
1

〈τform(pT , t)〉
f Q(pT , t) +

1
〈τdiss(pT /x̄, t)〉

∫ 1

0
dx

1
x2 φQ/H(x) f H(pT /x, t) , (9)

∂t f H(pT , t) = −
1

〈τdiss(pT , t)〉
f H(pT , t) +

1
〈τform(pT /z̄, t)〉

∫ 1

0
dz

1
z2 DH/Q(z) f Q(pT /z, t) . (10)

In Eqs. (9) and (10) φQ/H(x) and DH/Q(z) are the distribution function of heavy quarks in a heavy meson and the484

fragmentation function of a heavy quark into a heavy mesons, respectively, and z̄ and x̄ are typical fragmentation and485

dissociation momentum fractions. It was checked that in the absence of a medium, τdiss(pT , t)→ ∞, so that the pQCD486

spectrum of heavy hadrons from vacuum jet fragmentation are recovered. Details for the rate equation relevant to487

quarkonium formation and dissociation are given in [113]. Solving the above equations in the limit t → ∞ in the488

absence and presence of a medium allows to evaluate the nuclear modification factor for heavy-flavour mesons.489
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Figure 14: Left: Charm-quark friction coefficient, A = γc, as a function of momentum in the QGP from nonpertubative T -matrix scattering
amplitudes off thermal light and strange quarks [115], as well as gluons [116]; the curves correspond to temperatures T=1.2, 1.5 and 2 Tc (bottom
to top); Right: Same as left panel but for bottom quarks. Figures are taken from [116].

2.3.4. T -Matrix approach to heavy-quark interactions in the QGP490

The thermodynamic T -matrix approach is a first-principles framework to self-consistently compute one- and two-491

body correlations in hot and dense matter. It has been widely applied to, e. g., electromagnetic plasmas [117] and the492

nuclear many-body problem [118, 119]. Its main assumption is that the basic two-body interaction can be cast into493

the form of a potential, V(t), with the 4-momentum transfer approximated as t = q2 = q2
0 − ~q

2 ' −~q 2. This relation is494

satisfied for charm and beauty quarks (Q=c,b) in a QGP up to temperatures of 2-3 Tc, since their large masses imply495

q2
0 ' (~q 2/2mQ)2 � ~q 2 with typical momentum transfers of ~q 2 ∼ T 2. Therefore, the T -matrix formalism is a promising496

framework to treat the nonperturbative physics of heavy-quark (HQ) interactions in the QGP [115, 120, 121]. It can be497

applied to both hidden and open heavy-flavour states, and provides a comprehensive treatment of bound and scattering498

states [115]. It can be systematically constrained by lattice data [122], and implemented to calculate heavy-flavour499

observables in heavy-ion collisions [123, 124].500

The potential approximation allows to reduce the 4-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter into a 3-dimensional Lippmann-501

Schwinger equation, schematically given by502

T (s, t) = V(t) +

∫
d3k V(t′) G2(s, k) T (s, t′′) , (11)

where G2 denotes the in-medium 2-particle propagator. Using the well-known Cornell potential in vacuum, heavy503

quarkonium spectroscopy and heavy-light meson masses can be reproduced, while relativistic corrections (magnetic504

interactions) allow to recover perturbative results in the high-energy limit for HQ scattering [115].505

The pertinent transport coefficients for a heavy quark of momentum ~p are given by506

γQ(p) =
1

2ωQ(p)(2π)9

∑
j=q,q̄,g

∫
d3k
2ωk

d3k′

2ωk′

d3 p′

2ωQ(p′)
f j(ωk) δ(4)(Pi − P f ) |MQ j(s, t)|2

(
1 −

~p · ~p ′

~p 2

)
(12)

for the relaxation rate (or friction coefficient) and analogous expressions for momentum diffusion [24]. The invariant507

HQ-parton scattering amplitude,MQ j, is directly proportional to the T -matrix. An important ingredient is how the HQ508

potential V is modified in medium. This is currently an open question. As limiting cases the HQ free (F) and internal509

(U) energies computed in lattice-QCD (l-QCD) have been employed [125]. The internal energy produces a markedly510

stronger interaction, and, when employed in the T -matrix approach, generally leads to better agreement with other511

quantities computed on the lattice (e. g., quarkonium correlators, HQ susceptibility, etc. [122]). The resulting c-quark512

relaxation rates, including scattering off thermal u-, d-, s-quarks and gluons, are enhanced over their perturbatively513

calculated counterparts by up to a factor of ∼6 at low momenta and temperatures close to Tc, cf. left panel of Fig. 14.514

A similar enhancement is found for b quarks, although the absolute magnitude of the relaxation rate is smaller than515

for c quarks by about a factor of mb/mc ' 3, cf. right panel of Fig. 14. The non-perturbative enhancement is mostly516
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Figure 15: Spatial heavy-flavor diffusion coefficient (defined via the relaxation rate at zero momentum) for the T -matrix aproach in the QGP using
the U (lower red band) or F potential (upper green band) [115], or pQCD with αs=0.4 (dash-dotted line), in hadronic matter (dashed line) [126],
and from quenched lattice QCD [112, 128] (data points); figure taken from [127].

caused by resonant D/B-meson and di-quark states which emerge in the colour-singlet and anti-triplet channels as Tc is517

approached from above. These states naturally provide for HQ coalescence processes in the hadronization transition,518

i. e., the same interaction that drives non-perturbative diffusion also induces hadron formation. The resummations in519

the T -matrix, together with the confining interaction in the potential, play a critical role in this framework. At high520

momenta, both confining and resummation effects become much weaker and the diffusion coefficients approach the521

perturbative (colour-Coulomb) results, although at pc ' 5 GeV, the enhancement is still about a factor of 2. With522

increasing temperature, the colour screening of the l-QCD-based interaction potentials leads to an increase in the523

(temperature-scaled) spatial diffusion coefficient, Ds(2πT ) = 2πT 2/(mQγQ), see Fig. 15.524

After coalescence into open-charm mesons, the approach also accounts for the diffusion of heavy-flavour mesons525

in the hadronic phase. Pertinent transport coefficients have been worked out in [126], based on effective D-meson526

scattering amplitudes off light hadrons as available from the literature. These include π, K, η, ρ, ω, as well as527

nucleons and ∆(1232)’s and their anti-particles. The combined effect of these scatterings is appreciable, leading to a528

hadronic diffusion coefficient comparable to the T -matrix calculations in the QGP close to Tc. As first pointed out529

in [126, 127], this suggests a minimum of the (T -scaled) heavy-flavor diffusion coefficient via a smooth transition530

through the pseudo-critical region, as to be expected for a cross-over transition (see Fig. 15).531

2.3.5. l-QCD532

First principle non perturbative results for the transport coefficients can be obtained, although within a limited533

kinematic domain and with sizable systematic uncertainties, from lattice QCD (l-QCD) calculations. The theoretical534

setup employed to extract the momentum diffusion coefficient κ [129] is described in the following. This approach535

is valid in the non-relativistic limit (for this calculation heavy quarks on the lattice are taken as static color sources)536

where the transport of heavy quarks reduces to the Langevin equation537

dpi

dt
= −ηD pi + ξi(t) (13)

where ηD and κ are the friction and diffusion coefficients and where ξ are stochastic forces auto-correlated according538

to 〈ξi(t)ξ j(t′)〉=δi jδ(t− t′)κ. Hence, in the p→0 limit, κ is given by the Fourier transform of the following force-force539
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correlator540

κ =
1
3

∫ +∞

−∞

dt〈ξi(t)ξi(0)〉HQ ≈
1
3

∫ +∞

−∞

dt〈F i(t)F i(0)〉HQ ≡
1
3

∫ +∞

−∞

dtD>(t) =
1
3

D>(ω=0), (14)

where the expectation value is taken over an ensemble of states containing, besides thermal light partons, a static541

(mQ =∞) heavy quark. In a thermal bath correlators are related by the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger condition, entailing542

for the spectra function σ(ω)≡D>(ω)−D<(ω) = (1 − e−βω)D>(ω), so that543

κ ≡ lim
ω→0

D>(ω)
3

= lim
ω→0

1
3

σ(ω)
1 − e−βω

∼
ω→0

1
3

T
ω
σ(ω). (15)

In the static limit magnetic effects vanish and the force felt by the heavy quark can only be due to the chromo-electric544

field545

F(t) = g
∫

dx Q†(t, x)taQ(t, x) Ea(t, x). (16)

Eq. (15) shows how κ depends on the low-frequency behaviour of the spectral density σ(ω) of the electric-field546

correlator in the presence of a heavy quark; the latter can be evaluated on the lattice for imaginary times t=−iτ [130]:547

DE(τ) = −
〈Re Tr[U(β, τ)gEi(τ, 0)U(τ, 0)gEi(0, 0)]〉

〈Re Tr[U(β, 0)]〉
. (17)

In the above the expectation value is now taken over a thermal ensemble of states of gluons and light quarks, with548

the Wilson lines U(τ1, τ2) reflecting the presence of a static heavy quark. As it is always the case when attempting549

to get information on real-time quantities from l-QCD simulations, the major difficulty consists in reconstructing the550

spectral density σ(ω) from the inversion of551

DE(τ) =

∫ +∞

0

dω
2π

cosh(τ − β/2)
sinh(βω/2)

σ(ω), (18)

where one knows the correlator DE(τ) for a limited set of times τi ∈ (0, β). Lattice results for the heavy quark diffusion552

coefficient are currently available for the case of a pure S U(3) gluon plasma [131, 132]. In transport calculations,553

depending on the temperature, one relied on the values κ/T 3 ≡ κ ≈ 2.5 − 4 obtained in [132], which the authors are554

currently trying to extrapolate to the continuum (i.e. zero lattice-spacing) limit.555

Being derived in the static mQ =∞ limit and lacking any information on their possible momentum dependence,556

the above results for κ have to be taken with some grain of salt when facing the present experimental data (mostly557

referring to charm at not so small pT); however they could represent a really solid theoretical benchmark when beauty558

measurements, for which M�T , at low pT will become available. Bearing in mind the above caveats and neglecting559

any possible momentum dependence of κ, the above l-QCD transport coefficients (the friction coefficient ηD = κ/2ET560

being fixed by the Einstein relation) were implemented into POWLANG code [71] in order to provide predictions for561

D-mesons, heavy-flavour electrons and J/ψ’s from B decays. One can estimate what the above results would entail562

for the average heavy-quark energy-loss:563

〈dE/dx〉 = 〈dp/dt〉 = −ηD p = −(κ/2ET ) p = −(κT 2/2) v. (19)

with v, the heavy-quark velocity. Numerically this would imply a stopping power 〈−dE/dx〉 ≈ κ · 0.4 · v GeV/fm at564

T = 400 MeV and 〈−dE/dx〉 ≈ κ · 0.1 · v GeV/fm at T = 200 MeV.565

2.3.6. Heavy-flavour interaction with medium in AdS/CFT566

The anti-de-Sitter/conformal field theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence [133, 134] is a conjectured dual between567

field theories in n dimensions and string theories in n + 1 dimensions (times some compact manifold). The correspon-568

dence is most well understood betweenN = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) and Type IIB string theory; these two theories569

are generally considered exact duals of one another. The calculational advantage provided by the conjecture is that570

there is generally speaking an inverse relationship between the strength of the coupling in the dual theories: when the571

field theory is weakly-coupled the string theory is strongly-coupled, and vice-versa. The advantage for QCD physics572

accessible at current colliders is clear: the temperatures reached at RHIC and LHC are at most a few times ΛQCD; it573
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Figure 16: Setup for the heavy quark drag calculation [134].

is therefore reasonable to expect that much of the dynamics in these collisions is dominated by QCD physics that is574

strongly-coupled and hence theoretically accessible only via the lattice, which is then generally restricted to imag-575

inary time correlators, or via the methods of AdS/CFT. The leading order contribution to string theory calculations576

(corresponding to a very strong coupling limit in the field theory) comes from classical gravity; one uses the usual577

tools of Einsteinian GR. Although much research is focused on finding dual string theories ever closer to QCD, no578

one has yet found an exact dual; nevertheless, one hopes to gain nontrivial insight into QCD physics by investigating579

the relevant physics from known AdS/CFT duals. An obvious limitation of the use of AdS/CFT is that it is difficult to580

quantify the corrections one expects in going from the dual field theory in which a derivation is performed to actual581

QCD.582

The main thrust of open heavy flavour suppression research that uses the AdS/CFT correspondence assumes that583

all couplings are strong, regardless of scale (calculations for light quarks with all couplings assumed strong and584

calculations for which some couplings are strong and some are weak have also been performed; see [133, 134] and585

references therein for a review). For reasons soon to be seen, the result is known as “heavy quark drag”; see Fig. 16586

for a picture of the setup. The heavy quark is modeled as a string with one endpoint near (or, for an infinitely massive587

quark, at) the boundary of the AdS space; the string hangs down in the fifth dimension of the spacetime towards a588

black hole horizon (the Hawking temperature of the black hole is equal to the temperature of the Yang-Mills plasma).589

As the string endpoint near the boundary moves, momentum flows down the string; this momentum is lost to the590

thermal plasma. For a heavy quark moving with constant velocity v in N = 4 SYM, one finds [9, 10]591

dp
dt

= −
π
√
λ

2
T 2

S Y M
v

√
1 − v2

=⇒
dp
dt

= −µQ p, (20)

where µQ = π
√
λT 2

S Y M/2mQ, and the energy loss reduces to a simple drag relationship in the limit of a very heavy592

quark, for which corrections to the usual dispersion relation p/mQ = v/
√

1 − v2 are small.593

As the string is dragged, an induced black hole horizon forms in the induced metric on the worldsheet of the string.594

This horizon emits Hawking radiation that is dual in the field theory to the influence of the thermal fluctuations of595

the plasma on the motion of the heavy quark. The diffusion coefficients have been derived in the large mass, constant596

motion limit [135, 136] as597

κT = π
√
λγ1/2T 3

S Y M , κL = π
√
λγ5/2T 3

S Y M . (21)

Note that for v , 0 the above diffusion coefficients deviate from the usual ones found via the fluctuation-dissipation598

theorem, which, for the µQ of Eq. (20), yields κT = κL = π
√
λγ TS Y M . The entire setup breaks down at a characteristic599

“speed limit,” γS L
crit = (1 + 2 mQ/

√
λTS Y M)2 ≈ 4 m2

Q/λT 2, which corresponds to the velocity at which the induced600

horizon on the worldsheet moves above the string endpoint (equivalently, if an electric field maintains the constant601

velocity of the heavy quark, at the critical velocity the field strength is so large that it begins to pair produce heavy602

quarks) [135]. Above the critical velocity, it no longer makes sense to treat the heavy quark as heavy, and one must603

resort to light flavour energy loss methods in AdS/CFT.604

2.4. Theoretical overview: medium modelling and medium-induced modification of heavy-flavour production605

2.4.1. pQCD energy loss in a static fireball and in a fluid-dynamical medium606

The dynamical energy loss formalism discussed in section 2.3.1 (Djordjevic et al.) was incorporated into a numer-607

ical procedure in order to calculate medium-modified heavy-flavour hadron momentum distributions. This procedure608
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includes i) production of light and heavy-flavour partons based on NLO [17, 137] and FONLL calculations [138],609

respectively, ii) multi-gluon [139] and path-length [82, 140] fluctuations, iii) light [141] and heavy [142–144] flavour610

fragmentation functions, and iv) decay of heavy-flavour mesons to single electrons/muons and J/ψ [138]. This model611

does not include hadronization via recombination. In-medium path length is sampled from a distribution correspond-612

ing to a static fireball at fixed effective temperature. The RAA predictions are provided for both RHIC and LHC613

energies, various light and heavy-flavour probes and different collision centralities. This model does not include614

any free parameter. All implementation details are provided in [145]. A representative set of these predictions will615

be presented in Section 2.5, while other predictions and detailed comparison with experimental data are provided616

in [78, 145, 146]. In summary, this formalism provides a robust agreement with experimental data, across diverse617

probes, experiments and experimental conditions.618

POWLANG is another model implementation that can use, optionally, for the quark–medium interaction, elastic619

energy loss computed in a pQCD approach on the basis of HTL theory (see section 2.3.1). The local character of620

this energy-loss model allows its implementation with fluid dynamics as a background. This model will be discussed621

more in detail in Section 2.4.4.622

2.4.2. pQCD-inspired energy loss with running αs in a fluid-dynamical medium and in Boltzmann transport623

The implementation of the microscopic models based on a running coupling constant – described in Section 2.3.2624

– in the MC@sHQ and BAMPS frameworks is here presented. In its latest version MC@sHQ couples a Boltzmann625

transport of heavy quarks to the 3+1d ideal fluid dynamical evolution from EPOS2 initial conditions. In its integral626

version, which includes the hadronic final state interactions, the EPOS2 model describes very well a large variety of627

observables measured in the light-flavour sector in nucleus–nucleus, proton–nucleus and proton–proton collisions at628

RHIC and LHC [147–150]. Therefore, it provides as a reliable description of the medium from which the thermal629

scattering partners of the heavy quarks are sampled. Due to the fluctuating initial conditions of the fluid dynamics,630

the heavy-quark evolution can be treated in an event-by-event setup. Initially the heavy quarks are produced at the631

spatial scattering points of the incoming nucleons with a momentum distribution from either FONLL [138, 151, 152]632

or MC@NLO [153, 154]. The latter combines next-to-leading order pQCD cross sections with a parton shower evo-633

lution, which provides more realistic distributions for the initial correlations of heavy quark-antiquark pairs than the634

back-to-back initialization applied to single inclusive spectra obtained with FONLL. In recent implementations [155],635

a convolution of the initial pT spectrum was applied in order to include(anti-)shadowing at (high) low pT in central636

collisions at the LHC according to the EPS09 nuclear shadowing effect [156]. After propagation in the deconfined637

medium heavy quarks hadronize at a transition temperature of T = 155 MeV, which is well in the range of transition638

temperatures given by lattice QCD calculations [157]. As described in [89], hadronization of heavy quarks into D639

and B mesons can proceed through coalescence (predominant at low pT) or fragmentation (predominant at large pT).640

Recently, MC@sHQ+EPOS2 has also been used to study heavy-flavour correlation observables [90] (see section 2.6)641

and higher-order flow coefficients [158].642

BAMPS [102, 159] is a partonic transport model that describes the full space-time evolution of the QGP by solving643

the Boltzmann equation for on-shell partons and pQCD interactions, not only for heavy quarks but for light partons644

as well. The initial heavy quark distribution is obtained from MC@NLO [153, 154] for pp collisions through scaling645

with the number of binary collisions to heavy-ion collisions without taking cold nuclear matter effects into account.646

After the QGP evolution (that is, after the local energy density has fallen below ε = 0.6 GeV/fm3) heavy quarks are647

fragmented via Peterson fragmentation [160] to D and B mesons. Recombination processes are not considered for the648

hadronization.649

RHIC heavy-flavour decay electron data can be reproduced with only collisional interactions if their cross section650

is increased by a K-factor of 3.5 [161].3 With this parameter fixed, BAMPS predictions [161] for v2 at LHC for651

various heavy-flavour particles can describe the data, but the RAA is slightly underestimated. However, the need of652

the phenomenological K-factor is rather unsatisfying from the theory perspective, especially if K is found to deviate653

vastly from unity. Therefore, radiative processes were recently included in BAMPS [101] and the K-factor mocking654

3The discrepancy to MC@sHQ, which needs only K = 2, can be easily explained. In the model E of MC@sHQ [88] the scale of the running
coupling within the definition of the Debye mass is taken as the Debye mass itself, whereas in BAMPS the momentum transfer of the considered
process is used. Taking the constant Debye mass instead of the momentum transfer as the scale makes the Debye mass smaller and, thus, the cross
section larger, which in turn results in a smaller K factor.
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higher order effects abandoned4. The ensuing predictions are in satisfactory agreement with the data, which seems to655

favour this recent development of the BAMPS model.656

2.4.3. Non-perturbative T-matrix approach in an expanding fireball (TAMU) and in UrQMD transport657

The T -matrix approach for heavy-flavour diffusion through QGP, hadronization and hadronic matter [115, 126]658

described in Section 2.3.4 has been implemented into a hydrodynamic background medium [124]. The latter is based659

on the 2+1 dimensional ideal hydro code of Kolb and Heinz [162], but several amendments have been implemented660

to allow for an improved description of bulk-hadron observables at RHIC and LHC [163]. First, the quasi-particle661

QGP equation of state (EoS) with first-order transition has been replaced by a lattice-QCD EoS which allows for662

a near-smooth matching into the hadron-resonance gas. Second, the initialization at the thermalization time has663

been augmented to account for a nontrivial flow field, in particular a significant radial flow [164]. Third, the initial664

energy-density profile has been chosen in more compact form, close to a collision profile which turns out to resem-665

ble initial states from saturation models. All three amendments generate a more violent transverse expansion of the666

hydrodynamic medium, which, e. g., have been identified as important ingredients to solve the puzzle of the HBT667

radii at RHIC [165]. These features furthermore lead to an “early” saturation of the bulk-medium v2 [163], close to668

the phase transition region. Consequently, multi-strange hadrons (φ, Ξ and Ω−) need to freeze-out at this point to669

properly describe their pT spectra and v2. This provides a natural explanation of the phenomenologically well estab-670

lished universal kinetic-energy scaling of hadron-v2 at RHIC. For the medium evolution at LHC, an initial radial flow671

is phenomenologically less compelling, and has not been included in the hydro-tune for Pb–Pb collisions at
√

sNN672

=2.76 TeV, while the thermalization time (τ0 = 0.4 fm/c) is assumed to be shorter than at RHIC (0.6 fm/c). Represen-673

tative bulk-hadron observables at LHC are reasonably well described as a function of both pT and centrality [166].674

Heavy-flavour diffusion is implemented into the hydro medium employing relativistic Langevin simulations of675

the Fokker-Planck equation. The pertinent non-perturbative transport coefficients from the heavy-light T -matrix in676

the QGP and effective hadronic theory for D-mesons in the hadronic phase are utilized in the local rest frame of677

the expanding medium. The initial heavy-quark momentum distributions are taken from FONLL pQCD calcula-678

tions [152], which describe pp spectra with suitable fragmentation functions. After diffusion through the QGP the679

HQ distributions are converted into D/D∗ mesons using the resonance recombination model (RRM) [167] with pT-680

dependent formation probabilities from the heavy-light T -matrices in the colour-singlet channels. The hadroniza-681

tion is carried out on the hydrodynamic hypersurface at Tpc=170 MeV. The heavy quarks that do not recombine are682

hadronized via the same fragmentation function as used in pp collisions. The resulting D-meson distributions are683

further evolved through the hadronic phase until kinetic freezeout of the hydrodynamic medium. However, the distri-684

butions of Ds = (cs̄) mesons, which do not contain any light quarks, are frozen out right after hadronization, in line685

with the early freezeout of multi-strange mesons.686

In recent years, another model [168–170] implementing the non-perturbative T -matrix approach described at687

section 2.3.4 has been put forward. It was motivated by the necessity of a realistic description for the bulk evolution of688

the fireball created in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions. For this purpose, a transport-hydrodynamics hybrid model689

of the bulk has been developed [171]. It combines the Ultra-relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics (UrQMD) to690

describe the initial and final stages and ideal hydrodynamics for the intermediate stage of the evolution. In this691

model the initial collision of the two nuclei is simulated with the UrQMD cascade model [172, 173]. After a time692

tstart = 2R/
√
γ2

cm − 1, (R: radius of the colliding nuclei), when the Lorentz-contracted nuclei have passed through693

each other (γcm: Lorentz-contraction factor in the centre-of-mass frame) the evolution is switched to a relativistic694

ideal-fluid simulation using the full (3+1)-dimensional SHASTA algorithm [174–176] by mapping the energy, baryon695

number, and momenta of all particles within UrQMD onto a spatial grid. Thermal freeze-out is assumed to occur696

approximately on equal proper-time hypersurfaces and performed in terms of the usual Cooper-Frye prescription697

[177].698

The diffusion of heavy quarks is described during the hydrodynamical stage of the simulation using a Fokker-699

Planck description [92, 123, 178–183] (“Brownian motion”) employing a relativistic Langevin-Monte-Carlo ap-700

proach, with quark-Q (light-quark–heavy-quark) drag and diffusion coefficients calculated as explained in section 2.3.4701

4Strictly speaking, the radiative processes include some phenomenological parameter named ”X” accounting for the LPM effect and calibrated
on the π production in central PbPb collisions.
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5. The elastic gluon-Q interaction is computed using a leading-order pQCD cross section [91] with a Debye-screening702

mass of mDg = gT in the gluon propagators, which regularizes the t-channel singularities in the matrix elements. The703

strong coupling constant is set to the constant value αs = g2/(4π) = 0.4.704

Heavy-quark production is evaluated perturbatively on the time-dependent background by UrQMD/hybrid. A first705

UrQMD run is used to determine the collision coordinates of the nucleons within the nuclei according to a Glauber706

initial-state geometry. The corresponding space-time coordinates are saved and used in a second full UrQMD run as707

possible production coordinates for the heavy quarks. The initial pT distributions of heavy quarks at
√

s = 200 GeV is708

an ad-hoc parametrization, such that the decay-electron pT distribution from the calculation describes the distribution709

measured in pp collisions at RHIC [123, 184]. For LHC energy, heavy-quark pT distributions obtained from the710

PYTHIA generator are used. Finally, at freeze-out temperature the heavy quarks decouple and are hadronized either711

via Peterson [160] fragmentation or coalescence.712

DESCRIBE DUKE IMPLEMENTATION.713

2.4.4. pQCD or l-QCD embedded in viscous hydro (POWLANG)714

The starting point of the POWLANG setup [71] is the generation of the QQ pairs in elementary nucleon-nucleon715

collisions. For this purpose the POWHEG-BOX package [185, 186] is employed: the latter deals with the initial716

production in the hard pQCD event (evaluated at NLO accuracy), interfacing it to PYTHIA 6.4 [187] to simulate the717

associated initial and final-state radiation and other effects, like e.g. the intrinsic-kT broadening. In the A − A case718

EPS09 nuclear corrections [156] are applied to the PDFs and the QQ pairs are distributed in the transverse plane719

according to the local density of binary collisions given by the geometric Glauber model. Furthermore a further kT720

broadening depending on the crossed nuclear matter thickness is introduced, as described in [72]. Both in the pp721

benchmark and in the A − A case (at the decoupling from the fireball) hadronization is modeled through independent722

fragmentation of the heavy quarks, with in-vacuum fragmentation functions tuned by the FONLL authors [188]. Con-723

cerning the modeling of the fireball evolution, the latter is taken from the output of the (2+1)D viscous hydrodynamic724

code of [189]. At each time step the update of the heavy-quark momentum according to the Langevin equation is725

performed in the local rest frame of the fluid, boosting then back the results into the laboratory frame. In setting the726

transport coefficients entering into the Langevin equation the approach adopted in [71] was to derive the momentum727

broadening κT/L(p) and to fix the friction coefficient ηD(p) so to satisfy the Einstein relation. For the former, two728

different set of values were explored: the ones from a weak-coupling calculations described in Section 2.3.1 and the729

ones provided by the lattice QCD calculations described in Section 2.3.5.730

The main limitation of the lattice QCD approach, providing in principle a non-perturbative result, is the absence of731

any information on the momentum dependence of κ. The authors of POWLANG make the choice of keep κ constant.732

On the contrary, in the weak-coupling calculation the longitudinal momentum broadening coefficient κL(p), although733

starting from a much lower value than the l-QCD one, displays a steep rise with the heavy-quark momentum, which734

for high enough energy makes it overshoot the lattice-QCD result, taken as constant. Experimental data on the RAA of735

D mesons and heavy-flavour decay electrons seem to favour a somehow intermediate scenario.736

In first phenomenological studies performed with the POWLANG setup [71, 72] hadronization was modeled as737

occurring in the vacuum, neglecting the possibility of recombination of the heavy quarks with light thermal partons738

from the medium. Hence no modification of the heavy flavour spectra or hadrochemistry at hadronization was con-739

sidered, charm and beauty going into hadrons with the same fragmentation fractions as in the vacuum. Notice that740

the recombination with light thermal quarks would make the final charmed hadrons inherit part of the flow of the741

medium, moving present POWLANG results closer to the experimental data. First numerical results [190, 191] show742

that this is actually the case, in particular for what concerns the elliptic flow of D mesons measured by ALICE and743

their RAA at low pT measured by STAR and displaying a peak that one would like to interpreted as coming from744

radial flow. WHEN CALCULATIONS WITH RECOMBINATION ARE ADDED TO FIGURES, REPHRASE745

POINTING TO Section 2.5.746

5An alternative consists in using an effective model for quark-Q scattering via D-meson like resonance excitations in the QGP based on heavy-
quark effective theory (HQET) and chiral symmetry in the light-quark sector [180].
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2.4.5. AdS/CFT calculations in a static fireball747

In the model [192, 193], FONLL [138] provides both the heavy flavour production and the fragmentation to D and748

B mesons. The medium is described with a static fireball with a transverse profile T (~x, τ) ∝ ρpart(~x)τ−1/3 based on the749

Glauber model. The energy loss of a heavy quark propagating through the plasma is then given by the AdS/CFT drag750

derivation, Eq. (20), starting at an early thermalization time τ0 = 0.6 fm and continuing until T = Thadronization = 160751

MeV. Path lengths are sampled through a participant transverse density distribution taking into account the nuclear752

diffuseness.753

It is nontrivial to connect the parameters of QCD to those of the SYM theory in which the AdS/CFT derivations754

were performed. Two common prescriptions [135] for determining the parameters in the SYM theory are to take: 1)755

αS Y M = αs and TS Y M = TQCD or 2) λS Y M = 5.5 and eS Y M = eQCD (and hence TS Y M = TQCD/31/4). In the first756

prescription, the SYM coupling is taken equal to the QCD coupling and the temperatures are equated. In the second757

prescription, the energy densities of QCD and SYM are equated and the coupling is fitted by comparing the static758

quark–antiquark force from AdS/CFT to lattice results.759

Comparing with RHIC data, the pure drag energy loss is qualitatively consistent with electrons from the semilep-760

tonic decays of heavy mesons [27, 35]. In the RHIC calculation, the proportionality constant between the medium761

temperature and the Glauber participant density is set such that, in the Stefan-Boltzmann limit, the rapidity density of762

gluons in the medium is dNg/dy = 1000, which is similar to that required by perturbative energy loss calculations763

and is not too different from the entropy one expects from the measured hadronic multiplicity [82]. With that propor-764

tionality constant fixed, predictions for the suppression at LHC are performed assuming that the temperature of the765

medium scales with the measured hadronic multiplicity [194].766

The kinematic range of applicability of the model can be estimated through the pT scale at which including767

momentum fluctuations becomes important. By comparing the momentum lost to drag to the potential momentum768

gain of the fluctuations, one expects that momentum fluctuations become important at a scale γ∆p2

crit = m2
Q/4 T 2. One769

can see from above that the speed limit at which the entire calculational framework breaks down, γS L
crit, is parametrically770

in λ smaller than γ∆p2

crit ; however, numerically for the finite values of λ phenomenologically relevant at RHIC and LHC771

γ
∆p2

crit < γS L
crit. In particular, one expects nontrivial corrections to the drag results for e± and D mesons from open772

heavy flavour for pT < 4–5 GeV/c. Other calculations [181, 195] have attempted to include the effect of fluctuations;773

however their diffusion coefficients were set by the Einstein relations and not those derived from AdS/CFT (recall that774

the derived diffusion coefficients are qualitatively different from those based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem775

except in the limit of v = 0).776

2.5. Comparative overview of model features and comparison with data777

The theoretical models described in the previous sections are compared in Table 3 in terms of their ‘ingredients’778

for heavy-quark production, medium modelling, quark–medium interactions, and heavy-quark hadronization.779

In this section we compile a comparison of model calculations with heavy-flavour RAA and v2 measurements by780

the RHIC and LHC experiments.781

Figure 17 shows the comparison for D mesons in Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV, measured by the782

ALICE Collaboration [37, 39]. The left panels show RAA in the centrality class 0–20%, the right panels show v2 in783

the centrality class 30–50%. The models that include only collisional energy loss are plotted in the upper panels.784

These models provide in general a good description of v2. The POWLANG model does not exhibit a clear maximum785

in v2 like the other models, which could be due to the fact that it does not include, in this version, hadronization786

via recombination CHANGE WHEN CURVE WITH RECOMBINATION IS INCLUDED.. In the TAMU model787

the decrease of v2 towards high pT is faster than in the other models, suggesting a smaller effect from path length788

dependence of energy loss. Most of these models over-suppress the high-pT RAA. Like-wise, at low pT the models789

(UrQMD, BAMPS) that do not include PDF shadowing give a RAA value larger than observed in the data. The models790

that include both radiative and collisional energy loss are plotted in the central panels. All these models provide a791

good description of RAA, but most of them underestimate the maximum of v2 observed in data. This could be due to792

the fact that the inclusion of radiative process reduces the weight of collisional process, which are more effective in793

building up the azimuthal anisotropy. In addition, some of these models (Djordjevic, WHDG, Vitev) do not include794

a hydrodynamical medium (for this reason, the Djordjevic and Vitev models do not provide a calculation for v2).795

The POWLANG model with l-QCD based transport coefficient and the AdS/CFT predictions are plotted in the lower796
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panels. POWLANG provides a good description of RAA, but it underestimates v2, which could be due to the fact797

that recombination is not included NEW CURVES WITH RECOMBINATION?. AdS/CFT, on the other hand,798

over-predicts the suppression in the full pT range explored.799

Figure 18 shows the comparison for the D0 meson RAA in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV, measured800

by the STAR Collaboration [34]. The models that include collisional interactions in an expanding hydrodynamical801

medium (TAMU, BAMPS, MC@sHQ) describe qualitatively the shape of RAA in the interval 0–3 GeV/c, with a rise,802

a maximum at 1.5 GeV/c with RAA > 1, and a decrease. In these models, this shape is the effect of radial flow on803

light and charm quarks. The TAMU model also includes flow in the hadronic phase. It can be noted that these models804

predict a similar bump also at LHC energy (left-hand panels of Fig. 17): the bump reaches RAA > 1 for the models805

that do not include PDF shadowing, while it stays below RAA = 0.8 for the models that include it. The present ALICE806

data for pT > 2 GeV/c do not allow to draw a strong conclusion. However, the preliminary ALICE data reaching807

down to 1 GeV/c in the centrality class 0–7.5% [57] do not favour models that predict a bump with RAA > 1.808

The comparisons with measurements of heavy-flavour decay leptons at RHIC and LHC are shown in Figures 19809

and 20, respectively. The RAA and v2 of heavy-flavour decay electrons in Au − Au collisions at top RHIC energy,810

measured by PHENIX [27] and STAR [35], are well described by all model calculations. However, in some of the811

models (LIST) the quark–medium coupling (medium density or interaction cross section) is tuned to describe the812

RHIC electron RAA. The RAA of heavy-flavour decay muons at forward rapidity (2.5 < y < 4), measured by ALICE813

in central Pb − Pb collisions at LHC [40], is well described by most of the models. The BAMPS model tends to814

over-suppress this RAA, as observed also for the high-pT RAA of D mesons at RHIC and LHC. The MC@sHQ model815

describes the data better when radiative energy loss is not included. In general, it can be noted that the differences816

between the various model predictions are less pronounced in the case of heavy-flavour decay lepton observables817

than in the case of D mesons. This is due to the fact that the former include a pT-dependent contribution of charm818

and beauty decays. In addition, the decay kinematics shifts the lepton spectra towards low momentum, reducing the819

impact on RAA of effects like PDF shadowing, radial flow and recombination.820

Finally, in Fig. 21 we compile the model calculations for the centrality dependence of the nuclear modification821

factors of D mesons in the interval 8 < pT < 16 GeV/c and non-prompt J/ψ mesons in the interval 6.5 < pT <822

30 GeV/c, in Pb − Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV. All models predict the RAA of D mesons to be lower by823

about 0.2–0.3 units than that of non-prompt J/ψ. This difference arises from the mass-dependence of quark–medium824

interactions. The available published data, from the first limited-statistics Pb − Pb run at LHC, are reported in the825

figure: note that the D meson RAA measured by the ALICE experiment [37] corresponds to the interval 6–12 GeV/c826

(slightly lower than that of the calculations), while the non-prompt J/ψ RAA measured by the CMS experiment [42]827

corresponds to the large centrality classes 0–20% and 20–100%. Due to the large uncertainties and the large centrality828

intervals, the data do not allow for a clear conclusion on the comparison with models. The preliminary ALICE [64] and829

CMS [62] measurements using the higher-statistics 2011 Pb − Pb sample are well-described by the model calculations.830

In summary, the comparison of model calculations with currently available data from RHIC and LHC allows for831

the following considerations:832

• the D meson v2 measurements at LHC are best described by the models that include collisional interactions833

within an hydrodynamical expanding medium, as well as hadronization via recombination;834

• however, most of these models tend to over-suppress the high-pT RAA of D mesons at RHIC and LHC;835

• on the contrary, the models that include radiative and collisional energy loss provide a good description of the836

D meson RAA, but they under-estimate the value of v2 at LHC;837

• the models that include collisional energy loss in an hydrodynamical expanding medium, hence radial flow,838

exhibit a bump in the low-pT D meson RAA, which is qualitatively consistent with the RHIC data;839

• these models predict a bump also at LHC energy, the size of which depends strongly on the nuclear modification840

of the PDFs (shadowing); the current data at LHC are not precise enough to be conclusive in this respect;841

• most of the models can describe within uncertainties the measurements of RAA and v2 for heavy-flavour decay842

electrons at RHIC (in some models, the quark–medium coupling is tuned to describe these data) and of RAA for843

heavy-flavour decay muons at LHC;844
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• all models predict that the RAA of non-prompt J/ψ from B decays is larger than that of D mesons by about845

0.2–0.3 units for the pT region (∼ 10 GeV/c) for which preliminary data from the LHC experiments exist.846
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Figure 17: Left: nuclear modification factor as a function of transverse momentum of D mesons in the 0-20% most central Pb − Pb collisions
at
√

sNN =2.76 TeV [37]. The filled box at RAA = 1 is the systematic uncertainty on the normalization. Right: v2 as a function of transverse
momentum of D mesons in the 30-50% centrality Pb − Pb collisions at

√
sNN =2.76 TeV [39]. The results are obtained as an average of the D0,

D+ and D∗+ measurements. The results are compared to model calculations implementing collisional energy loss (top panels), collisional and
radiative energy loss (middle panels) and to models which cannot be ascribed to the previous categories (bottom panels).TOP-LEFT: MC@sHQ
IS MISSING.
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Figure 18: Nuclear modification factor as a function of transverse momentum of D0 mesons in the 0-10% most central Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN
=200 GeV [34]. The filled boxes at RAA = 1 are, from left to right, the systematic uncertainties on the normalization of Au − Au and pp data. The
results are compared to model calculations implementing collisional energy loss (left) and collisional and radiative energy loss (right). POWLANG
IS MISSING.
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Figure 19: Left: nuclear modification factor as a function of transverse momentum of heavy flavour electrons in the 0-5% [35] and 0-10% [27]
most central Au − Au collisions at

√
sNN =200 GeV. The dashed band (filled box) at RAA = 1 is the normalisation uncertainty for STAR (PHENIX)

data. Right: v2 as a function of transverse momentum of heavy flavour electrons in Au − Au collisions at
√

sNN =200 GeV [27]. The results are
compared to model calculations implementing collisional energy loss (top panels) and collisional and radiative energy loss (bottom panels).
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Figure 20: Nuclear modification factor as a function of transverse momentum of heavy flavour muons with 2.5 < y < 4 measured in the 0-10%
most central Pb − Pb collisions at

√
sNN =2.76 TeV [40]. The filled box at RAA = 1 is the systematic uncertainty on the normalization. The results

are compared to model calculations implementing collisional energy loss (left) and collisional and radiative energy loss (right).
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Figure 21: Nuclear modification factor as a function of the number of participants of D mesons [37] and non-prompt J/ψ [42] measured in Pb − Pb
collisions at

√
sNN =2.76 TeV compared to model calculations implementing collisional (left) and collisional and radiative energy loss (right). The

filled box at RAA = 1 is the systematic uncertainty on the normalization of non-prompt J/ψ data. CAVEATs: a) model predictions refer to ALICE
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2.6. Heavy-flavour correlations in heavy-ion collisions: status and prospects847

Angular correlations of charged hadrons proved to be key observables at RHIC and LHC energies to study energy848

loss and QGP properties [198–203], providing measurements that are complementary to single-particle observables849

like the RAA and v2. Two-particle correlation distributions are defined in terms of the (∆φ, ∆η) distance between a850

pT-selected trigger particle and a (set of) associated particles, generally with lower pT than the trigger particle. On the851

near side (∆φ ∼ 0), the correlations provide information on the properties of the jet leaving the medium, while on the852

away side (∆φ ∼ π) they reflect the “survival” probability of the recoiling parton that traverses the medium. Di-hadron853

correlation measurements typically carry geometrical and kinematical biases [204]. Triggering on a high-pT particle854

tends to favour the selection of partons produced near the surface of the medium, which lost a small fraction of their855

energy and could still fragment to hadrons at high pT (geometrical bias). In addition, when comparing to the vacuum856

case (pp collisions) with the same conditions on the trigger particles, one might have different contributions of quark857

and gluon jets and different partonic energies in nucleus–nucleus and pp collisions (parton and kinematical biases).858

Together with single particle measurements and fully reconstructed jets, di-hadron correlations can constrain energy859

loss models by adding information on the path length dependence of the energy loss and the relative contributions of860

collisional and radiative energy loss.861

Recent works [90, 100, 170, 205, 206] have shown that the azimuthal distributions of heavy quark-antiquark pairs862

are sensitive to the different interaction mechanisms, collisional and radiative. The relative angular broadening of the863

QQ pair does not only depend on the drag coefficient discussed above (see section 2.3) but also on the momentum864

broadening in the direction perpendicular to the initial quark momentum, 〈p2
⊥〉, which is not probed directly in the865

traditional RAA and v2 observables. This is one of the motivation for measuring azimuthal correlations of heavy-866

flavour.867

The experimental challenges in measurements like D-D correlations in heavy-ion collisions come from the re-868

construction of both the hadronic decays of the back-to-back D mesons, which require large statistics to cope with869

low branching ratios and low signal-to-background in nucleus–nucleus collisions. As an alternative, correlations of870

D mesons with charged hadrons (D-h), correlations of electrons/muons from decays of heavy-flavour particles with871

charged hadrons (e-h) and correlations of D-e, e+-e−, µ+-µ− and e-µ (where electrons and muons come from heavy-872

flavour decays) can be studied. Such observables might, however, hide decorrelation effects intrinsic to the decay of873

heavy mesons. In addition, in the case of correlations triggered by electrons or muons from heavy-flavour decays, the874

interpretation of the results is complicated by the fact that the lepton carries only a fraction of the momentum of the875

parent meson. This makes the understanding of pp collisions as baseline a very crucial aspect of these analyses (see876

section ??).877

Heavy-flavour azimuthal correlations are being studied in d−Au collisions at RHIC and p−Pb collisions at the878

LHC to understand how the presence of the nucleus might affect the properties of heavy-flavour pair production.879

Furthermore, it is interesting to investigate whether or not the long range correlations along ∆η observed for light880

flavours in high-multiplicity events at the LHC [207–209] are also present in the heavy-flavour sector.881

D-h correlations measured by the ALICE Collaboration at intermediate/high pT for trigger and associate particles882

are compatible in pp and p−Pb collisions, indicating no strong effects in the jet properties in the measured kinematic883

ranges [210]. On the other side, at lower pT the results from RHIC on e-µ azimuthal correlations in d−Au collisions,884

measured by the PHENIX Collaboration, seem to suggest that, in the measured kinematic ranges, the yields of heavy-885

flavour e-µ pairs are modified in the cold nuclear medium compared to binary-scaled pp collisions (Figure 22). Effects886

from the cold nuclear matter in the heavy-flavour sector were also observed by ALICE with measurements of e-h887

correlations in high-multiplicity p−Pb collisions, which show indications for long-range correlations in ∆η at low pT,888

similar to what was observed for light flavours [207–209].889

Measurements of heavy-flavour correlations in nucleus–nucleus collisions were carried out at both RHIC and890

LHC with e-h correlations [31, 213] (where electrons come from heavy-flavour decays), but the current statistics891

is preventing from drawing quantitative conclusions. Such measurements are expected to provide more information892

about how the charm and beauty quarks propagate through the hot and dense medium and how this affects and modifies893

the correlation structures. In particular, PHENIX reported a decrease of the ratio of yields in the away-side region894

(2.51 < ∆φ < π) to those in the shoulder region (1.25 < ∆φ < 2.51) from pp to Au − Au collisions (Figure 23, left).895

Further measurements of heavy-flavour triggered azimuthal correlations will be promising in future data takings896

at both RHIC (with the new silicon tracker detectors) and LHC (with the machine and detector upgrades). As reported897
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Figure 22: Heavy-flavour e-µ pair yield in pp and d+Au collisions from PHENIX [211].
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in Fig. 23, right, the relative uncertainty on the away-side yield in D-h correlations in central Pb − Pb collisions with898

the ALICE and LHC upgrades will be ≈ 15% for low-pT D mesons and only a few % for intermediate/high pT.899

Several theoretical works have recently addressed angular correlations of heavy-flavour particles in nucleus–900

nucleus collisions [90, 100, 170, 205, 206]. However, none of these approaches presently includes the interactions of901

D and B mesons in the hadronic phase present in the late stages of the system evolution. These interactions could add902

a further smearing on top of QGP-induced modification of the heavy-quark angular correlations. For the traditional903

RAA and v2 observables, a first step in this direction was made in [127, 214], with effects found of the order of 20%904

at most. We now focus on a particular model in order to illustrate the sensitivity of heavy-flavour angular correlations905

to the type of interaction mechanism [90]. In Figure 24 (left), the transverse momentum broadening per unit of time906

is shown as a function of the initial momentum pini
||

of charm quarks for the purely collisional and collisional plus907

radiative (LPM) interactions as applied within the MC@sHQ model (see Section 2.3.2). For all initial momenta,908

〈p2
⊥〉 is larger in a purely collisional interaction mechanism. 〈p2

⊥〉 has similar numerical values for charm and for909

beauty quarks. A larger 〈p2
⊥〉 leads to a more significant change of the initial relative pair azimuthal angle ∆φ during910

the evolution in the medium. This means that for a purely collisional interaction mechanism one expects a stronger911

broadening of the initial correlation at ∆φ = π, as seen in the central and right panels of Figure 24. In the central panel,912
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Angular correlations of DD pairs in Pb–Pb collisions at LHC without (centre) and with (right) a lower momentum cut [90].

the ∆φ distribution of all initially correlated pairs is shown after hadronization into DD pairs. Since no cut in pT is913

applied, these distributions are dominated by low-momentum pairs, while in the right panel a cut of pT > 3 GeV/c is914

applied. The low-momentum pairs show the influence of the radial flow of the underlying QGP medium, which tends915

to align the directions of the quark and the antiquarks toward smaller opening angles. It again happens more efficiently916

for larger 〈p2
⊥〉 of the underlying interaction mechanism. This effect, which was called “partonic wind” [215], is thus917

only seen for the purely collisional interaction mechanism. A pT threshold reveals clearly the residual correlation918

around ∆φ ∼ π. Here in the purely collisional scenario one sees a larger background of pairs that decorrelated during919

the evolution in the QGP than for the collisional plus radiative (LPM) scenario.920

For these calculations an initial back-to-back correlation has been assumed. Next-to-leading order processes,921

however, destroy this strict initial correlation already in proton–proton collisions. Unfortunately the theoretical uncer-922

tainties on these initial distributions are very large, especially for charm quarks. Here, a thorough experimental study923

of heavy-flavour correlations in proton–proton and proton–nucleus collisions is very important for validating different924

initial models. Also enhanced theoretical effort in these reference systems is necessary.925

2.7. Summary and outlook926

TO BE WRITTEN927
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